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Outline:

Nanna’s button tin is very special. It has buttons of all shapes and sizes and they all have a different story to tell. But today,
one button in particular is needed. A button for teddy.
A beautiful story about memories and the stories that shape a family.

Author/Illustrator Information:
Dianne Wolfer lives in Albany and is the proud author of 15 books for teenagers and younger readers, with more titles in
production. Dianne’s books have won awards including the WA Premier’s Award, WAYBRA and been shortlisted for various
others. She has lived in several countries and her stories reflect a love of travel and adventure. Dianne was the WA Advisor
for the Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators (SCBWI) from 2006-2012. She is currently completing a PhD in
Creative Writing at UWA, focusing on anthropomorphism in children’s literature. Dianne’s books are read in schools across
Australia and overseas. For more information, visit her website www.diannewolfer.com
Heather Potter is an illustrator based in Melbourne. She has co-illustrated several books with her husband, Mark Jackson,
and their work has been featured in several exhibitions. Their first Walker Book together was picture book Not Like Georgie
by Scott Hatcher, 2008. Heather also illustrated the verse novel Pearl Verses the World in 2009 by Sally Murphy, which
won the Children’s Book Category for the Indie Book of the Year Awards and Honour Book, Younger Readers category,
Children’s Book Council of Australia Book of the Year Awards, 2010.
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Discussion Questions and Activities:

Nanna remembers meeting Pop when she is looking at the
green button. Ask your grandparents, parents or family friend
about what they remember when meeting their partner or a
special friend. Where were they? What were they wearing?
What other things stand out in their memory?

Before Reading
View the cover and title of the book. Identify the title of the
book, the author, the tagline, the publisher and the blurb.
What do you think the story might be about from looking at the
title only? Do your ideas change after seeing the cover?

The buttons in Nanna’s button tin hold sentimental value for
Nanna and the girl. What is sentimental value? Does an object
hold the same sentimental value for different people? Why or
why not?

Write your own story using the title Nanna’s Button Tin.
Exploring the Text
Is Nanna’s Button Tin an imaginative, informative or persuasive
text? How can you tell? Who do you think the book was
created for? Why do you think that?

Examine the spread where Nanna and Pop are meeting. Where
do you think they are? What are they doing? How can you tell?
Illustration
There are lots of things happening in the illustrations that aren’t
mentioned in the text. Choose something from the illustrations
and write a short story about what is happening. For example,
you could rewrite the story from the point of view of the dog,
write a story about how Teddy lost his eye, write about what
the grandpa and the boy are doing, write a story about any of
the memories mentioned, etc.

Take turns describing/retelling the story as if you were
explaining it to someone who hasn’t read it yet. What do you
think are the most important parts of the story? Why do you
think that?
What is your favourite part of the book? What do you like about
that part?
“I love Nanna’s button tin, it’s full of stories.”
What does the girl mean when she says that the tin is full of
stories?

How can you tell what is a memory and what is the present in
the illustrations?
Grammar and Punctuation
Why do the words “Nanna” and “Teddy” start with a capital
letter? Why are names written like that? What does a sentence
begin and end with? Find examples of this in the book.

The buttons in the tin remind Nanna of memories and stories.
Do you have objects that remind you of things that happened
in the past? For example, a present that someone gave you,
an object you found, clothes you wore to a special event, etc.
Share your story with the class.
In this book the narrator and her brother are spending time with
their grandparents. Do you spend time with your grandparents,
other family members or family friends? What do you do when
you are spending time with them? Do you do any special
activities with them?
Find other books in your school library that deal with similar
issues or themes, such as fixing broken things, memories,
special objects and grandparents. Compare these books and
discuss what is similar about them and how the authors and
illustrators have dealt with similar issues in different ways.
What other books has Dianne Wolfer or Heather Potter written
or illustrated? Have you read any of their other books? Can
you find any in your school library? Which is your favourite
Dianne Wolfer or Heather Potter book? Present it to the class,
explaining why you like it.
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